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with the following statement? People should sometimes do things

that they do not enjoy doing. Use specific reasons and examples to

support your answer.The issue of whether people should sometimes

do things that they do not enjoy doing is not a controversial one.

Although most people agree that if they can, they prefer to do what

they are interested in, they admit that, in practice, they sometimes

have to do things that they do not enjoy doing. In the following

analysis, I would like to present several examples to support this

position.Above all, people sometimes do things that they do not like

when they are at home. Its well known that home is the most

important place for people in their life, because home can give them

much more comfort, security, and dependence that any other place

cannot provide. However, the relationship among members in the

family will not keep pleasing if everyone insists on doing what he or

she wants to do without compromise. For example, it is the time that

the father is interested in watching CNN headline-news-channel,

whereas, the son want to watch Disney-carton-channel at the same

time. Unless the family has one more TV set, the father or the son has

to give up, the performance that is not joyful to one who

compromises. It is obvious that people do something that they do

not enjoy doing at home in order to keep the relationship among

family harmonious.In workplace, the example that people do things



that they do not enjoy doing is much more pervasive. For example, a

website designer has contrived a very good website for his customer,

who, however, is not interested in the idea the designer hold. What

can such designer do? To insist or to give up? Practically, in some

conditions, the designer has to give up and follow the idea of his

customer, who pays the money, even if the idea of the customer is

very unattractive or implausible. To give up ones own creative idea

and follow the opinion he is not love is one of the most difficult

things for people to do, and it is obvious that sometimes, they have

to do so, especially in the course of work.In addition, in the general

life, people sometimes have to tell white lie, which is in fact not the

people intend to say. For example, when facing a boy whose dog

died, people always say that his dog has gone to heaven and will be

happy there. Every adult knows that the word is not true, but people

lie because they do not want boy so sad. Moreover, can you believe

that a secret CIA, FBI or CTU agent tell anyone else that he is an

secret agent, but not a phony waiter, banker or Nissan dealer.

Apparently, almost everyone admits that telling a lie is not the

enjoyable thing people want to do, in the real life, however, people

have to lie in several conditions that telling truth will brings

disadvantages or dangers to themselves or to someone else.In

conclusion, although in general, people are more favorable to do

things they do enjoy doing, in practice, they should sometimes do

things that they do not enjoy doing, the things that are probably

beneficial to their life. 修改意见： 俺也来看看 还是老习惯 , 先看

中间部分吧,. 反正开头结尾大家都写得很顺溜的 Above all,



people sometimes do things that they do not like when they are at

home. Its well known that home is the most important place for

people in their life, because home can give them much more

comfort, security, and dependence that any other place cannot

provide 好像有点绝对了 , 不如直接接比较时. However, the

relationship among members in the 应该不用特指吧 family will not

keep pleasing if everyone insists on doing what he or she wants to do

without compromise. For example, it is the time that the father is

interested in watching CNN headline-news-channel, whereas, the

son want to watch Disney-carton-channel at the same time. Unless

the family has one more TV set, the father or the son has to give up,

the performance 这个词有点怪怪的 that is not joyful to one who

compromises. It is obvious that people do something that they do

not enjoy doing at home in order to keep the relationship among

family harmonious. In workplace, the example that people do things

that they do not enjoy doing is much more pervasive.单复数?

pervasive这样用可以吗,俺不大确定 For example, a website

designer has contrived a very good website for his customer, who,

however, is not interested in the idea the designer hold. What can

such designer do? To insist or to give up? Practically, in some

conditions, the designer has to give up and follow the idea of his

customer, who pays the money, even if the idea of the customer is

very unattractive or implausible. To give up ones own creative idea

and follow the opinion he is not love ??is one of the most difficult

things for people to do, and it is obvious that sometimes, they have

to do so, especially in the course of work. In addition, in the general



life, people sometimes have to tell white lie, which is in fact not the

people intend to say.语法有问题, which in fact people intend not to

say For example, when facing a boy whose dog died, people always

say that his dog has gone to heaven and will be happy there. Every

adult knows that the word is not true, but people lie because they do

not want boy so sad. Moreover, can you believe that a secret CIA,

FBI or CTU agent tell anyone else that he is an secret agent, but not a

phony waiter, banker or Nissan dealer. Apparently, almost everyone

admits that telling a lie is not the enjoyable thing people want to do,

in the real life, however, people have to lie in several conditions that

telling truth will brings disadvantages or dangers to themselves or to

someone else. good essay, and interesting examples. Yet pay
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